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Fromm Denounces Today’s
U.S. Computerized Society
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By BILL HIlisCHalANN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Denouncing today’s computerized
society and warning Americans of
the possible outcomes that a culture dominated by machines and
machine-thinking could produce,
Erich Fromm, noted author and
psychologist, voiced his support for
Eugene McCarthy as a possible solution to this "megamachine" society.
Fromm, speaking before a standing room only crowd in Morris
Dailey Auditorium yesterday, said
that we are now engaged in a second industrial revolution, "a revolution in which not only technology takes the place of living
work, but when human thought is
substituted by the thoughts of
the machine, the computer."
This is in contrast, Fromm indicated, to the 19th century when
"people had great hopes that they
would be liberated by machines,
and that this would open the path
to a great new life which would be
truly human." Now that we have
reached this stage, Fromm expressed concern since "planning
and thinking is being done by the
computer, and many people think
this Ls fine."
TODAY’S SOCIETY
Today’s society is like a "magamachine" the author of "The Art
of Loving," told the capcity audience. "A group of humans act as
if it were a machine in the same
orderly fashion."
In our society, everyone "is programmed by the same brinciples."
Fromm said, and they ’are new
principles.
"There is a new principle of
values one ought to do something because it is possible to do it,
at least from a technical standpoint," the psychologist pointed
out.
Another new principle that our
society, run by the computer, has
adopted is the "loss of importance
of ideas." Fromm said, "Our
younger generation has lost connection with living ideas of this
. . . it is a sad comment that our educational system
has spoiled the interest and thirst
of all relevant ideas to the extent
where people aren’t interested
anymore."
31cCARTHY VICTORY
Fromm said that a McCarthy
victory would "eliminate the
dangers of the megamaehine." He
said that he feels "Sen. McCarthy
has become the symbol for all sections of America" who realize the
despair of the 5ituation of the
megamachine.
"If elected, McCarthy would

open up a new chance, a new option for life in America," Fromm
said. "He would end the war and
make our economy one that serves
man and not one that is served by
man."
Fromm said he was convinced
that the nomination of Sen. McCarthy "means, literally speaking,
the life and death of the United
States, and at the same time, the
world."
Fromm reflected that there are
two possible outcomes of a mega -

machine culture: "increase of selfdeception, and an enormous increase in violence and destructiveness."
"We must make the economic
and social changes to avoid violence," he said, and McCarthy will
make these changes. "Another human reason for destructiveness is
a result of boredom, If one can’t
enjoy life, he will want to destroy
It," McCarthy, according to
Fromm, may be able to help solve
this.
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FROMM, author of "The Art of Loving" and many other
books, spoke to a capacity crowd in Morris Dailey Auditorium
yesterday. Fromm, a 68 -year-old psychologist, was campaigning
for Sen. Eugene McCarthy. His visit was sponsored by SJS’
Youth for McCarthy.
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rof Taken to Hospita I;
Heart Attack Suspected

Dr. Ted Benedict, associate professor of speech, was hospitalized
after suffering chest pains as he
returned to his office yesterday
afternoon.
Dr. Benerlict’s admittance at
Doctors’ Hospital was listed as a
precautionary measure by the SJS
Health Office. His condition was
listed as good.

At the hospital, he was admitted
to the intensive care unit. Hospital officials explained all suspected coronary cases are handled
in this manner.
It was explained further that
until testing is completed, Dr.
Benedict’s diagnosis will not be
known. Dr. Benedict was taken to
the hospital at approximately
2:30 p.m.

No. 132

Three Ask
’Life’ Refund
As of press time yesterday, two
Black students and one White student had demanded and received
refunds for their copies of Sparta
Life magazine.
Refunds were given because of
objections from the United Black
Students for Action (UBSA) concerning two articles, "Gittin’ It
Togethah" and "Beyond Stereotype," which appear in the current
issue of Sparta Life. UBSA is concerned with the articles’ authorship, content, and their effect on
the SJS Black community.
The refund period ended at 5
p.m. yesterday.
Sparta Life has extended its
sales period. A booth will be open
today from 10 am. - 2 p.m., in
front of the bookstore. There will
also be a booth across the street
from the Music Hall on Seventh
Street, Monday through Wednesday, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
"We only had one booth open
today, but sales have increased,"
said Ben Hilverda, advertising director of Sparta Life.
All copies of the magazine sold
henceforth will contain a pink
insert reading: "The last paragraph
of the article Gittin’ It Togethah’
which appears in this issue over
the names of Toinette Egan and
S. Younge has been blacked out
in response to objections by Miss
Younge. She did not write it and
it misrepresents her point of
view."

Pres. Clark
Will Field
Questions
SJS President Robert D. Clark
will be the principal speaker at to
day’s "Questions and Answers"
presentation which will be held at
12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi.
torium. The session, sponsored by
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary fraternity, is designed to give the student body an opportunity to question President Clark.
Dr. Clark wil give a brief opening statement. Following his remarks, students are invited to ask
questions from a microphone on
the floor, according to Fred Morse,
Grand Magistrate of Tau Delta Phi.
"Questions and Answers" is designed to prevent a breakthrough
between students, faculty and administrators. Morse reports that
students are limited to one question but they may say "what is
on their mind."

SS-Stanford Clash

By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The September 23 football game
between Stanford and SJS will be
televised at the Farm on a reIgional ABC broadcast the first
regional telecast of an SJS athletic event.
Athletic director Dr. Robert
Bronzan made the announcement
yesterday to the Athletic Advisory
Board. He said that SJS stands to
net between $55,000 and $100,000
from the network for the broadcast.
The selection of SJS by the ABC
network represents a major victory for Dr. Bronzan, who has
been trying to get televised coverage of SJS games for some. time.

But the anticipated money drew
one immediate question: where
will it go once it arrives?
Dr. Bronzan said there is "no
precedent" for directing the funds.
He noted that technically all gate
receits from SJS games belongs to
the ASB.
The athletic director hinted that
he would like to see a high percentage of the money directed to
the Athletic Department, "I
wouldn’t plant my feet firmly in
cement and say that no one else
can have the money," Bronzan
said, "But I wouldn’t say ’Okay,
let’s let loose of it,’ either."
He said there are many ways
the Athletic Department could
use the money: enlargement of the

Command Change Ceremony
Highlights AFROTC Awards
By DAVE WILLIAMS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS’ outstanding Air Force
ROTC cadets were honored at the
1968 Annual Awards Ceremony
yesterday at the campus Memorial
Chapel. Also featured was a
Change of Command Ceremony as
the graduating cadet leader turned
over his post to next year’s cadet
colonel.
Graduating Cadet Col. Bob
Phaneuf, Jr. turned over command
of the AFROTC Detachment to
Michael R. O’Neal who will be the
senior cadet leader next year.
Other cadet leaders in various
fields were honored as awards and
medals were presented by various
military and civilian dignitaries.
UPPER QUARTER
Cadet Lt. Col. Scott A, Willey
was presented the Award for being
in the upper one-fourth of his engineering class and being designated
as the outstanding AFROTC engineering student. Willey won this
award in competition with students
from all colleges in Arizona, California and New Mexico hosting
AFROTC units.
Winner of the Armed Forces
Communications and Electronics
Association Award was cadet First
Lt, Robert E. Dean, for being the
outstanding senior cadet majoring
in Electrical Engineering.
The Military Order of the World
Wars Medal was awarded to cadet
Lt. Col, Robert E. Waldron who
demonstrated exceptional aptitude

Caesar Chavez
At SJS Monday
Caesar Chavez, leader of the Delano farm workers’ strike and
member of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy’s California delegation, is
scheduled to speak Monday at 12
noon on Seventh Street, according
to Craig Donnelly, Young Democrats spokesman.

and devotion as a potential commissioned of leer,
Cadet Col. Phaneuf received the
Reserve Officers Association of the
United States (ROAUS) Gold
Medal for exceptional aptitude as a
potential commissioned officer and
for his contributions to the
AFROTC.

stadium, construction of bleachers
at the new all-weather track, construction of a new pool to replace
the present one, "the worst in
Santa Clara County," or bolstering
the meager grants-in-aid to athletes.
Newly elected ASB President
Dick Miner cautioned that Student
Council should decide where the
money is directed. "Our budget is
at its lowest ebb in years. I’m
very concerned about giving the
Athletic Department every possible advantage that we can,"
Miner said.
He reiterated, however, that
council has to think about all its
programs, not just intercollegiate
athletics, and that the elected
student representatives should
make the decision of how to spend
the money.
Dr. Bronzan agreed that it
would not be wise to make any
hasty decisions about where the
money should go. He noted that
some of the money could perhaps
help furnish some of the new
rooms of the Student Union.
But he stressed that "No actual
plan has been finalized. It’s easy
to feel newly-rich. I think the
best thing to do is wait awhile
we’re apt not
and talk this out
to make the best judgment if we
act too hur-redly."
Miner agreed that caution was
the best step.
The Athletic Advisory Board
also heard a report that the Athletic Department is considering
hiring one or two Black coaches.
Dr. Bronzan said that Ancil Kean,
assistant chancellor for the state
colleges, had sent a memo stressing the need for colleges to hire
more minority coaches.
Bronzan also reported that the
made
Student Union Committee
up of three Black and three White
students, formed at the beginning
has worked
of the semester
well. Selection of new members
will be made soon, he said.

ROAUS MEDAL
The silver ROAUS Medal went
to cadet First Lt. Larry E. Von
Kaenal, while cadet First Lt.
James A. Mitchell received the
Bronze Medal, both for exceptional
aptitude as potential commissioned
oficers while serving in AFROTC.
The John Gallup Memorial
Award, presented for outstanding
achievements in leadership and
service reflecting credit upon the
cadet and AFROTC, was given to
cadet Col. Edward E. Stone.
Winner of the Daughters of the
American Revolution Award for
outstanding leadership and service
in AFROTC was cadet Lt. Col,
Bernard M. Garfinkel.
Cadet First Lt. Gregory M.
Buchanan received the General DyThe SJS Spring Rock Dance,
namics Air Force Reserve Officer
Training Corps Award for out- free to ASH cardholders, "happens" tonight at the San Jose Civic
standing achievement.
Auditorium from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
JUNIOR AWARD
Harpers Bizarre and 39 Homer
New cadet Col. O’Neal received Lane will provide sounds.
the Outstanding Junior Award for
his strong leadership characteristics and excellent scholastic
achievements.
The Air Force Times Award of
Merit went to Cadet First Lt. John
R. Dreesman for bringing construcStudents who wish to "watchtive attention to AFROTC
Cadet Col. Scott A. Willey re- dog" governmental agencies and
see
how they handle problems received the Air Force Association
Award for having been designated lating to minorities may attend a
the Outstanding Aerospace Studies meeting tonight at 7:30 in Building R.
Senior Cadet at SJS.
Political science credit can be
The Staffelbach Award, sponsored by Dr. Elmer E. Staffelbach, earned for "watchdogging," exprofessor emeritus of education pected to be a major effort of the
was presented by Dr. Staffelbach ASH-sponsored Student Minority
to cadet Maj. Larry A. Hoff, who Support Commission, which is helpreceived the award for his contri- ing minorities and raising a scholbutions to the local squadron of arship fund, according to Sara
Boore, committee chairman.
the Arnold Air Society.
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Roar Up San Fernando

Hell’s Angels Come to Campus
By JOYCE AITH’sTIN
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
The filed into the seminar room still a
slow, smooth uneasiness. They sensed mit
the students drearly seated in the room
were curiously appraising the brass death
head pins on their jackets, their silver club
rings, and the "Hell’s Angels" emblazoned
on their jackets in red and white lettering.
The Angels were invited on campus yesterday by students in Dr. Marie Fox’s
Philosophy 160 (Philosophy and Personal
Valuesl class.
Over a dozen roared up San Fernando
Street on motorcycles and were given a
security escort to LN301 where they aired
Angel views on religion, dope, women and
everything else.
"When you become a Hell’s Angel you
give up everything else except being an
Angel. You’re an Angel ’24 hours a day. We
have a very, very strong brotherhood,"
said member Gary Popkins.
"A fellow Angel is always right." said Al
Walden, vice president of the Angel’s Daly
City chapter. "If a member heats somebody to death on a run, he did what was
right because he’s an Angel."
"We lost our nationality when we became
Angels," said San Francisco Chapter Presi-

dent Bob Roberts. "That’s the reason we’ve
never allowed a Black man to join. They
can’t forget they’re Black and forget everything except being an Angel. I’m a wop
hut it doesn’t make any difference because
I’m nothing but an Angel now."
About six times a year the club will go
on a "run." Roberts said that runs usually
turn into long parties. On a run he said,
usually 40 or 50 or more Angels ride together chipping in for beer, stopping for
parties and excitement.
Angels have a code of their own for the
treatment of warren. Marriage is taboo.
"I’ve never been married in my life and
I’ll teach my kids to do the same thing,"
said Pete Page, president of the Daly City
Angel Chapter.
"We would never accept a woman member," said Angel Boh Roberts. "They could
never come up to a man’s standards. The
only woman member we ever had was a
secretary at one of the clubs."
"There is no such thing as love," Angel
Gary Popkin said.
"Women are 0.1<. if they’re between 18
and 25," said Angel Al Walden.
Another strong "don’t" in the Angel rode
is "draft dodging," said San Francisco Pres.
Bob Roberts. "If we’re called we go, no

argument, we just go. Quite a few of the
Angels are veterans and some are serving
now.,.
"I’d die for the Hell’s Angels and my
country," chimed in Gary Popkins.
"Drugs are O.K. if you can handle them,"
said another Angel. "Speed, bennies, that’s
O.K., but we’re against heroine. After too
much of that you’re nothing but a vegetable."
California, according to Bob Roberts, is
the center for Hell’s Angel activities. Officem meet every month to decide on state
policies, he said. "Officers have to show
leadership qualities: they must have brains
and brawn, about 50-50."
"One of the most important things we
have is trust and friendship among the
members," said another Angel. "If an Angel
left a million dollars lying around on his
table for days with other Angels walking
by continually, no one would take It." Then
he added, "We might think about it, but
we wouldn’t lake it."
"If we don’t like an Angel we forget it.
We fight and then go out for a drink."
After class the Angels did just that. They
accepted class member Doran Laidlaw’s
Invitation and with a rumble heard several
blocks away mired off for some beers.

.Photo by Larry Jamison
HELL’S ANGEL Gary Popkins, one of the dozen
or so Angels visiting art SJS Philosophy 160
class, yesterday, reacts to question from Dr.
Marie Fox (at left). "All the Angels like to
fight," he said. "If you’ve got 100 Angels all in
one place you’ve got a problem. We’re not like

hippies, we don’t back away from a fight."
After almost an hour and a half of discussion
with Dr. Fox’s class the Angels left enmasse
causing more than a couple surprised glances
and double takes from SJS students.
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Staff Comment

It’s Easy To Criticize
li III III it -e Hytv\
.
and disgiist. Dr.
In a
. hairmau of the IteIlarold
partment of "...viol..., and Anthropologs.
resigned la -t ss
Ile ’aid
i- -perilously clo-e to beemning a mediocre. ’also-ran’ college." Ile
said -vye are. s10%,ly being auffoeated." He11111
ck
.11 that I,, - alarmed.
ef% sir, ysorried .iboitt It, late .11 "1,1!1.
1 111 1111. 11111111111,111 .1,111.1 what this
llodge.s decided to re,igti.
1)r.
deeision
,ene syleinrh is
I ra.pieittly by those who critibeing
his
1.1t, 1A1--111, 111,111111i.111.. The
111 es.
1.0011,1 011 1 Ile 10111,1,111, Mill the rouse.e.
Fortin -rill.: lliee problems. and
Olen drop titul ti aglo.
It is all easy tads to eritieite :quiet% and
a eutieb more 11111 ieuli problem to do

thing al
%s lim
sonsith.rs
jost or unfair.
Dr. Hodges. as chairman id a department. yyas in a high position where he
midi! hi- able to do something about -a
eottipl,-, iii e
Minns %hitch are foreamong the many %Iiich cripple our
10-ing fight to recruit and retain 1111.10 ."
he quit.
Perhap- lie feels that lee can do more
from the outside. looking in than from the
looking out. I. peersonally, doubt it.
It 14. Ilod!.!es_ in bi- po.ition as departtioot head. couldn’t ..oly, the problems
is as com.erned yyith he probably will
be able to do eye’)
1111%.
Dr. II1311geS. l’ase is merely one example
of that of a multitude. of people who cry
met in anger al111 11i11g111.I. 111111 alert retreat
into the yyorld they abhor.
Is this the way to solve problems?

Telling It Like It Is
sicIfare cheek.
ten than a -1.
powerful iii
ilia C.1 1i, able in
-tall 6%i, iii-nrcc.
-Mule scream
. . Look. blow in .
:
a
? I.
!
N... 11 - ’11111 r Liberal.
A It, 11 sk 1:1,1 1,11 1111’ l.arrior t:rusailer
- he %%as about ittilii his thing at the campus
pont, ixhiloit.
Ie.!" were the cries from
ilie eaptise Audience stralelling the
mill cabaret.- Have nuri v.
super Lib.: III- die -indents veil, .1. gale
ing
peitigent odor emitted trout
th, 111.111 Of Neriain.
e t,iuut hold mil
much longer: alreadv vve actually are
starting to beliese Ilti pollee are basically
ii and a
111.1i111111111:’
Hop-. I mean by
.rliN all that.- Inds
all thai., love. I inav base arriyed too
late. this whole -rein- is like a kid trip."
Super Liberal muttered to himself.
-Grali tour badges. fast-i-t,. here I
come.
yelled at a group (if -toiling and
helpfilkappearing blue-shirt,’ police students.
For Sillier Liberal was the tiuls person
at the txhiliit %lit) kites, this ilice friendliness was milv a
and this air of information only an imperiali-tie attempt to
subsert the open minds of establishment
educated stinhnts.
CaiLlit by surpri,._ the group of polire
stoileol- watched lielple-sls as the \Ian of
emit’ sirode toward them.
no, Super Liberal. lye’re on your
sereamr.d the terrified students,
knemitil the doom which auaiteel them
at the hand- of S.I..
bse late.- the Carrior Crusader
lob had .1111 1Ile 14111’ Of IliS
II. "Take
111al
II1 -aid 1111011 lifting Ili, aril’,
111,1:11111% tile students fell helplessly to
the ground. rolling in agony. sweat laads
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g all "ler !heir faces. Olive again
wcapiiii against the straight
in.,n
and for the unfor.
a onatt aSpo,ed to it there %as no escape.
(jut k Is
idliir iiiiinlars of the fascist
commiiiiits initiated Plan A -- *CIIlin
Svveep.- I bin .. i .. g authentic H. G. Wells
-shape of ’Filings to C
gas masks,
this surrounded and iiuit.
in on Super
Liberal.
Obv Mindy disturbell by this awesome
displav the Nlaii of Vermin uttered the
vstirds if despair. "Get n8. us*
-Oh. oh.- the police said, -that’s a
naughty. you’re tinder arrest -- grab him
boys.’"
Struggling. kieking and smelling, S.L. is
carried off to his own demise, in a turn
of esents. by the law.
-A ail. not that.- he pleads. "it’s the
only thing dial will destroy nu..." he yells
as the ractI rat- throw him into a steaming hot shoy,er aml procede to give hint
weirking oyer %kith Is e soap and a floor
brush.
Dripping wet. his powers washed front
his lindy. Super Liberal was just another
luau now. No more iould he stink up the
campus, no ..... re would his odor be a
symbol to the freaked-out, the discontinted and the mental midgets.
"Come on you ex -Carrion Crusad(r, ring
your cape inil and get into that car, were
taking a little ride to the jail," a huge
hulk of a 1111111 in a faesimilie of a Nazi
uniform said.
A as this the end of the road for Super
Liberal I who was now just plain Orphan
Orphan. an as erage. es eryday convict
?
Not if faithful. forgiYing and naive
optja Allison Grassitch has anything to
do with it. Clean-shaven now, SCAG was
there to ineet 4 lrpliait when he was re.
leased from Stir.
,’hest full of old mem.
ories and roaches behind him, Orphan can
1/e
lea% ing home for work in the bank
eviryilay. Ile is dressed neatly in a Sears
Is y man’s $69 suit, Thom McAnn black
hiders and Suppliose Soeks.
St:AG kisses him off, and then sits down
for a quiet (lay in front of the large screen
color T.V. set, which is housed in an FHA
finamed suburban home_
lint don’t lei this facade fool you, the
odor is where the heart is, and if ever
tranquility looms, if ever tlit establishment tries to upset the. status quo, husk to
the skies, take a deep breath, then kiss it
off
I lriiltan Orphan has found his place
in life.

SUMMER HOUSING WITH A PLUS
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

’Utopia Means Perfection’
work constructively to help it along, or land
this one seems to be the goal for which most
of you are striving) set up a utopia. A utopia
- at society in which there is no war, no
poverty, no unhappiness. Unfortunately, the
item that most of you forget is that this utopia
that you want to create, his perfect sociey, requites perfect people. And perfect people just
don’t exist.
Again, I am happy to have had the good
fortune to read your leaflet. I am also happy
to be living in a society that will allow it to
be passed out openly without taking any
action to prevent it,

An open letter to the Resistance:
had the good fortune to read one of the
leaflets being passed out by your organization
concerning the nationwide turn-in of draft
cards. I was particularly impressed with the
fact that you feel you are living under a system that is "so bad."
Have any of you ever considered moving to
Cuba or the "People’s Republic" of China to
get away from it all? They have a system
that would be more to your liking. They have
systems that allow free thinkers to express
any idea they desire, so long as the idea supports the government view. They have no
male and most
every
selective service
females are required to serve in the armed
forces. .
Of course they don’t mind fighting in their
country’s army because political indoctrination, from the time they enter school, conditions them to accept this. But this is good, and
perhaps our bad system should have rigid
political indoctrination and stifle the terrible
conditions of free speech, press, and thought
that exist in this country. Some of the people
don’t have to enter the armed forces!
It would seem to me that you have only
three choices: move into one of these other
systems of government, live in this one and

By

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
raprass their _views _on campus, local, national or international iuses. Space is allowed-to incourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry mutt not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

BILL

Private First Class I. Diaz came to attention in the Fort Ord courtroom. The
military judge took his place behind the
bench. He adjusted his tie, cleared his
throat, and began to speak.
"Private I. Diaz, l’v(- reached a decision
in your case. As you know. you’re on trial
for handing out anti -war leaflets here at
Fort Ord. Now after the two days of court
proceedings which we’ve just comphted I
hereby sentence you to four years at hard
labor."
. , " said Diaz, confused.
"But, but .
"I don’t understand. It says right here in
the Constitution
the suprtme law of
the land --- that Americans have freed
of speech."
"Now don’t get any ideas, I. Diaz," the
judge warned. "When you’re protecting
democracy, you can’t have the freedoms
that civilians enjoy. You see, an Army
needs discipline. and discipline Meath, that
yam this what you’re told. Not only that
but you keep your mouth shut."
"You’re probably right about discipline.
When were tra . i .. hag, we have to follow
orders. But when we’re off duty, just
Pitting around 1111. barracks or going to

Sunday Services: 8:15. 9:30 and
I! a.m. 2 Blocks From Campus

A.

Scott A. Willey, A17346

Hung in F.E.G.

374 South 3rd Street

GEORGIANNE APTS.
287-1843

Thrust and Parry

FIRST IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND STUDENT CENTER
Lutheran Church Missouri
Synod

LOW SUMMER RATES
AIR CONDITIONING
HEATED POOL
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES

695 S. 11th

Sale On, 0 Ship of State ...

Editor:

By DAN EHHI lt.il

JEFF MULLINS

I’m (fossil. Down. Down. Down,
Gary Becker, this character up in the
office of the Spartan Daily, just looked
at the empty, on-typed upon sheet of
paper in my magic margin typewriter.
’FM - HO’
"Ilo-ho," he lio-luied. That (mpty sheet
of paper is just like your
I."
This is what we crack cob; ttttt ists must
put up with when we are trying to write
our copy for deadline.
Wham. I’ve just been whapped on the
back by Dan Ehrlich who sits behind me.
Ile is or was
Ine:v typing the third
installment of his -Tell It Like It Is"
column. It’s about Super Liberal.
Ehrlich thinks he is another Roscoe
Drummond. or Russell Baker, or Art
Hoppe. The way he pounds people on the
and the way he carries on during
Spartan Daily lab, he’s more like Cassius

College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m
J. Brommer, Pastor 292-5404
R. Nicholus, Vicar

GALSTAN
the 11101% u’. are slur rights which are guarler the Constitution canceled?"
anteed
"Well then," Diaz asked, "How about
the Fifths Amendment? It says that there’s
got to he equal protection of the law -it tioeAl.1 make any exceptions for the
military. Anil talking about the Constitution, how about the part which outlaws
insoluntary servittult?-Quit thinking, Diaz, you’re in the Army
now. Besides, the Constitution says you
have the right to lo.ar arms, and we’re
even providing you with a rifle."
-I guess you’re right,- Bias answered.
"But I think this military tribunal, which
took only two (lays to sentence me to four
stars, violates due process of law."
-Vou’re right about flue process. We do
process you fast here in the Army. After
all. two (lays to hear a ease with so many
I. :mist itutional o% ertom.s must be some
kind of a record. Now run along to the
hard labor cutup. And remember one
thing: ignoring Consti tttt ion al rights in
the defense of liberty is no vice: speaking
your mind is no virtue.
"Next case:’

MEET DATES FREE
Rev rem Conlari. in order to
build the largest and 11100 1.0111.
PIMP elating sersire in the Bay
Area. is now arrepling applicants at nu, charge. Far bra.
Awe and queeti tttttt Rise, write:
Bay Area Contact
P.O. Box 695
Hayward, Calif. 94543

I

"Hey. I’ve really outdone myself this
time," he says.
I grab pentil and paper and take swill
notes.
"Hey," he says. "What are you (king?"
I jot down his off,-rings.
-Is this going to be use.el against mt.?"
I scribble this down.
"Keep going," I reply. -This is terrific
copy." There is silence for a moment.
The silence is brok(ii by at sharp cracking sound. It’s my spine. Ehrlich has just
jammed hint kniick1(.s into my back.
I look around the Spartan Daily offire.
Phil Stone,
th open. eyes fixed somewhere in the
lille of the r
has a
ph
to his ear. It %mild be a gas if a
fly fleyy. 110101,11 his throat.
Downstairs, a meeting of top journalism
faculty members is in lorogress.
Harry Edwards has just left the meeting. Dr. Bentel follows him outside into
the hallway.
The dialogue is fast and meaty. A
crowd gathers. Another Black youth, a
student, stands with arms folded. He
doesn’t smile. His (yes are focused out Dr.
Bente,.
The conversal
ripples through the
halls. The group begins to break up. Dr.
Bente’ and Edwards seem to have arrived
at stone agreement. They shake hands. Dr.
Bente! offers his hand to du. other Black
youth who moves away, keeping Isis arms
folded.
Dr. Bentel makes a remark about the
youth’s failure to extend Isis hand. Edwards wraps his arm around the youth
and explains.
"He’s
of these militants. Just be
thankful that I’ve been around to keep
things from blowing up."
He laughs. "They’re getting rid of me
now," says Edwards. "What’s it gonna he
like next semester when Pm not aro
to control things?"
I have just been called a dummy by
Mr. Ehrlich. It seems he thinks I should
have used Alohaninitid Ali instead of
Cassius Clay.
"Do you want Harry Edwards to breath
down your neck?’’
Harry won’t breath down my neck.
Harry knows and I know. Vie both know.
Ehrlich is biuk at my ihsk now. lie’s
just ruffled his paw through my hair.
I don’t know. It’s amazing how this
paper gets printed every day.
"Use some Head and Shoulders." says
Ehrlich. lle’s absolutely right. I think I
I hot shower.
and take a g
will go I
This will he intertsting. My plaet doesn’t
have a shower. Only a bath tub. Blobblob.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Patricia Wanek, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

STATE HO USE
Summer Rentals

Apartment for 2 people
Apartment for 3 people
Apartment for 4 people

/4 90

Manager: 2119422-)0
17195
. ..
. ...4.144-1,...w.,,,,,w..w,,,,w.w.,,,,,,wempc05.641,...,

1 508 South 11th St.

Personalized
Graduation
Postponed
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A proposal to "personalize" SJS’
huge graduation ceremonies and
move them from the stadium back
to ciunpus is still being considered
but will not be used this year.
President Robert D. Clark had
brought the idea to the attention
of Academic Council In mid -semester. Ile suggested that the ceremonies be broken down into individual commencements for each
department with one large convocation which would include the
keynote speaker. All these activities would take place on campus.
The idea was discussed in the
Council’s Public Ceremonies committee. Dr. Cornelia Tomes, associate dean for student activities
and a member of the committee,
met with students in April to find
their opinions.
Opinion polls were sent out and
Dr. Tomes met with student government leaders. She said the consensus was the ceremonies should
be personalized, but it was too late
in the year to implement the idea
for this June.
The plan will remain with the
committee which will forward it
to the Academic Council and President when a definite decision is
reached. A new graduation procedure could be in operation next
year, Dean Tomes said.

Public Invited To Name
New SJS Dormitory
more students can participate. The
12-story coed dorm doesn’t have a
name yet, and may not be named
until early September."
Under SJS policy a building
name must: honor an individual
for outstanding contributions or
services; designate the function of
the building; reflect a traditional
theme of SJS, or reflect the natural or geographic features of the
college area.
The public is invited to submit
a name morose’ in writing with
appropriate information supporting
the name choice. All proposals
should be sent to Dr. Albert or
Dr. C Grant Burton, executive
dean, before the end of May.
Asked why it would take so long
International Student Organize Non (ISO) will conduct an election to name the building, Albert said
meeting at 3:30 this afternoon in the Campus Planning Committee
Cafeteria A and B. Interested non- acts as a screening agent, sends
members ma) still run for an ISO the names to the Academic Coonoffice.
: cil. and President Robert Clark
Linda Kline. ISO member says, will make the final kwal decision
"The purpose of our group is to on behalf of the recommendation
develop an international almos- of the Academic Council. The
t here and establish an interna- name then goes to the Chancellor’s
tional student center on earni
Office for final approval.

"The response has been poor.
We’ve only had three names submitted to us for the naming of the
new dorm. I wish mote students
or faculty would participate."
Dr. Norman Albert, chairman of
the Campus Planning Committee.
was disturbed by the small number of names turned into his
committee.
"Our deadline was originally
May 13, but we are extending the
deadline to the litt it May so

ISO To Elect
Officers Today

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
7 p.m. Evening Service

Noted Sill Just. State
Professor
Remember Cabrira . . . Cabrera Remember:.

VOTE JUNE 4
216 N. 1st Si.. San Jos,
202-0805 or 292-0806
Dr. Cabrera: Please let me join your campaign. I%%ill:
O make phone calls
0 distribute literature
O walk a precinct
Li accept my contribution for:
$1
$5
$10
$21
Name
Address
Phone

on the fashion list this summer is the bro-e/ress.
styled by Corner I. This bra-dress. of MO cotton,
is available in a variety of prints. including daisies
and a giant floral pattern..Sizes 5-13.

RENT TURTLES TOO! Rise to the occasion
with formal wear that’s fresh and new. Grodins
rents the latest turtlenecks with trimmed or plain

.. ......
505 Aremesier

86 South First Street

C4-17Z,CODII\T

Tuesday. Wednesday,
Saturday 9:30-6:00

t?3
UNB ELIEVABLE
VALUE!
*au,: eiatice

rellet
ARTZs-,-

$100

a Money Down $I A Week
:71(1

c%aele,Wei
Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets

Newest songsPride of Man, Gold and Silver, Too Long, The Fool, Light Your Windows
9nd Dino’s Song.

An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquis. Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay, never stray . . . . for maximum security.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked. cannot
twist apart or turn. In 14K white or yellow gold.
D,,, ,V, frdurged c, Sionta [Mad
ifY

, (1116 -

non -cyv

,

)0(

RENT YOUR FURNITURE
Fresh. Colorful Furniture
Nlootlt to-Nlotith -- No Lease
24-11our I Hivery Seruct’
Student Packages Available from

1
*
*

$15 per metth

Visit One of Our Bay Area Showrooms
347.66)1
1336 Marston Rd
BURLINGAME

*

285-7780
1501 Vermont
FRNIITUR
SAN FRANCISCO
CORP’
RENTAL
ex
***** ************** ***** **** ******** ***** ***** ********** ******* ***********

Entirely new songs such as The Beauty of
Time Is That It Is Snowing, Steppin’ Stone.
Roll with It, You’ve Got the Power

isZte4

Just off campii.
Downtown

tuxes. Swing with 1968 when you rent formal
wear with a difference at Grodins.

VALLEY FAIR and SAN ANTONIO CENTER

C

4831363
REPUBLIC
SAN LEANDRO

1(1111

"CORNER I"

$14.98

65 S. First St.
Downtown
We valiciate oil downtown at tickets
292.4910 Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nights ’til 9
Valley Fair Shopping Center
Open Mon. +hru Fri. Niohts ’t.1 9:30
248-3040
Sunnyvale 200 S. Taafee
& Fri. Niahts ’til 9
793-0591 Open T

LOOKING FOR A FURNISHED APARTMENT?

1992

inariel

New and progresske
voice in Sacramento

T41:

uest
stuat-

1046 Morse A.. 734.2440
SUNNYVALE

oriteri the

Dynamic edueator

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

*settre***************** ..... ********* *********** ** ***** ************ ****** ***
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leadership
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Assemblyman 25th District

College Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Seminar
9:45 a.m. Morning
Forum
5:45 p.m. Evening
Meets at Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

1/4,74.1-.WILGWaL , A,..;14i*ljt1A14 !.19?,1)119)14911 911 )11

APO Sponsors
Fellinils
In Sunday Show

41

Elect DR. ARTURO "ART" CABRERA

.1=1.1.4Mal.=1.1.=1P1

A special course from June 17-21
will allow students to make two
year’s worth of decisions in the
field of business each day.
Market Games Workshop, Bus.
140 S. will divide students into
several teams and create imaginary industries with problems that
occur in the field of business. Each
team will find solutions to the ,
problems and their answers
be placed into a computer to cletermine which team would have
made the greatest profits.
All aspects of the business field
will be taken into account, including marketing, pricing, advertising, production, finance, and transportation, stated Dr. John W.
Aber le, marketing department
chairman and instructor for de.
course. One unit of credit is
offered.
The class will meet each day
from 9 amt, to noon and 1 to 3
p.m. in E -119-ABC. Students in all
majors are invited to enroll for
the class. There are no prerequisites.
George Eversull, graduate assistant for the department of marketing, said the class is designed
to give the student an overall view
of marketing positions.
Tuition for the course is $21.75.
Further information is available
from Dr. Aberle in I.C215.

SPART.4,7s2

Fri:Vy, May 24, 1968
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Federico Fellini’s film classic
will be shown at 6 and 8:30 ’
p.m. Sunday in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is fill cents per
person.
An Academy Award winner.
"Sli" won the award for best foreign film. The film is being sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, no 07
lima’ service fraternity.
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For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Or. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

Class To Feature
’Market Games’
During Summer

POLITICAL I

Monday, Thursday,
Friday 9:30-9:00

Center

Fremont Hub
Fremont

Monday dint
Friday 9:30-9:30

Monday film
Friday 9:30-9:00

Saturday 9:30-5:30

Saturday 9:30-5:30

-

Rr"
#MTV
1It
21 21.1 r
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ARTISTS!
Sell your JO works

pa nfing sci 1pturing. crafts etc.

"ne gallery
Morgan Hill

Burnett & Hwy 101 (to open June 20th)

fair commission rates
exposure to 60,000 cars per day
Contact: Becky Martin, 779.2552, 9 to 5 p.m.
31 N. Peak Ave., Morgan Hill

Judokas Smashing Success, Finish 9-0
Moderne Drug Co.

S. Winchester Ave

Cone On

For his comeback performance,
PAUU Novice, and the Senior mintier to place second in t hi
NI ’.\
and do a great Job in tile ,,raham was also chosen most insBlack Belt tourneys.
Championships.
SOS gained another in the long
I moved judoka.
list of post -season honors when
Gary Martin i154i, Luis Gonzales
11761, Doug Graham (205), and
National High School Champion
Roy Stikimotu from Los Angeles,
oft,i. coming to SJS next fall,
to compete in the
1,cted
EARRINGS
’ffiktr,ityitt,. iii Lisbon.

The Spartans were 9-0 in dual
ifleet competition, and also won
their seven t h straight NCAA
Championship, the Northern Calitonna Brown Rill. Novice AAL.,

Combining experience and youth
in an unbeatable fak.hion, eh,
Spartan judokas put I It, lid 141
sonsen tim coach
Sunikiy
stiinteril.

Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.. owner

you can look better

nit Lire is in good
lea,1 tor the next few
with iqeryiale returning for
competition next year, including
’NCAA Titlists Martin, Gonzales,
and sophomore John Kimura.
jut :0,’

it

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

than that!
get your

Campbell

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

A.0

Uchida said that he was especially impressed with freshman
Maso Sato and Matt Kusamoto.

Hawaiian Custom Bikinis

"This team was as good as any
team I have ever had here, and
probably the best balanced."
Uchida indicated that Graham
and Gonzales, both selected to go
to the Pan-American Championships this summer, were outstanding.
Graham’s performance was particularly amazing because he had
been away from judo thtee years
while he fits in the service, coming kick irim Vietnam this Sep -

GARAGE
EUROPA

Hang Ten
cas6a1 and swim wear
at
2081 S. Winchester Ave.

SURF ’N’ WEAR
Surfboards: Yater, Weber, Owl, Rick

Expert

European

Repairs

Cars Only
295-9082

850 1.1 \COLN k \J.

world

BEADS
FINDINGS
CHAIN
FILIGREE

6:*

121 S. First
Open every day, 10 to 6

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
I’L1111\ GROM

H. P. LOVECRAFT
CRYSTAL SYPHON
THE
WOMB
Anonymous
Artists

JAZZ
BALLET

JIMMY
NITE

McCARTIIY
IS
IIAPPENING

The Nite
Caps
VICKEY
DRAKE

JACK JONES
JILL ST. JOHN

SHANGO

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND
SATURDAY, MAY 25th
Santa Clara Co. Fairgrounds
Big People
2.00

Noon to Midnight
DONATIONS
295-4900

People
50c

Little

ONE WEEK ONLY
May 24-May 31

CREAM
self scoring reading test to measure your
reading efficiency. You will hear an interesting
detailed illustrated lecture after which you’ll
join the audience in asking candid questions
about the techniques and rewards of Reading
Dynamics. You’ll learn that the Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute has had over
300,000 students; that graduates learn to read
3-10 times faster and better; that it is the largest
and fastest growing school of its kind. You’ll be
reassured to discover that Reading Dynamics
Is no mere refined skim reading technique, but
a comprehensive program of reading
improvement and study skills.

These students read
all these books
in one semester!
It all started at a
Reading Dynamics
Demonstration.
These students from St. Pius High School
with the stacks of books they were
able to place into their heads in only one short
semester. Brains or mental freaks they’re not.
Just average teenagers who were taught to read
over 1 500 words a minute or better. You can
read that fast, too. For starters why don’t you
come to a Reading Dynamics Demonstration.

are posing

At the Reading Dynamics Demonstration
with endorsements from men in high public office who have
taken the course. You will be given a personal,

you will see a documentary film

Reading Dynamics really works. Let’s let
the dynamic readers from St. Pius High speak
for themselves:
TIMOTHY SCHUM, "I was once a 150 word per
minute weakling, but now I’m a 5,000 word per
minute muscleman. The Reading Dynamics study
method has made high school easier and more
fun than it ever was."
DANA FELLMAN, "It really works! Reading
Dynamics helps in long reading assignments
and homework."
MIKE H. "DUTCH" TUCKER, JR., "If you wish to

make not only better grades but have your homework become several hours shorter, I recommend Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. I can read
at least two books a day, better and faster."
MARY SUE WALSH, "The Reading Dynamics
course includes a beneficial study method and
helps in taking essay tests. Reading Dynamics
makes it easier to capsulize your thoughts,
organize your writing, and study large amounts
of material for exams in a shorter time."
STANLEY CHAVEZ, "Reading Dynamics sure
helps when you’re doing homework. You enjoy
reading a book without falling asleep.
I like to read nowbefore I didn’t."
TERRY HOTTENROTH, "In school I find I can
write essays better due to being exposed to more
styles of writing. On tests I don’t have to cram
studying goes faster. My grades have gone up
and now I do much more outside reading."
If you would like to make comments like
these, come to one of the free Reading
Dynamics demonstrations listed below. Find
out how Reading Dynamics can send you back
to school in September a much better student
with a marvelous new skill that will serve
you the rest of your life.

You Must Attend a Demonstration This Week to Reserve a Seat for a Summer Class! I
PALO ALTO
Riekeyx Hyatt House

1SE
note/

St. Claire

Fri., May 24, 7:30 I’M

Reg. 84.79

SALE PRICE

2.99

Special orders at Sale Price
Largest selection of posters in South Bay

this Saturday 9 a.m.-I2 noonCall for Reservation.

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency
by at least three times. The Institute will refund a
pupil’s entire tuition if, after completing minimum
class and study requirements, he fails to triple
his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests. Reading efficiency com
bines rate and comprehensionnot speed alone.

Dr. John The Night Tripper
Jimmy James and the Vagabonds
Buffalo Springfield
Iron Butterfly
Sonny & Cher
Bee Gees
Vanilla Fudge
King Curtis

Fri., May 24, 7:30 I’M

You are invited to a Reading Dynamics Open House at one of the Institutes listed below
PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

And all ATCO Records including:

Sl)I’iG
LRI
RI

In I In %%NM’S

San Francisco
Fox Plaza
1390 Market St.
626-7095

IE
San lose
12905. First St
293-8881

Oakland
1924 Franklin
835-4200
San Rafael
Metropolitan Bldg.
668 Las Galena
4794070

Palo Alto
770 Welch Road
327-1991

Berkeley
2118 Maxie
549-0211

Walnut Creek
1375 Locust St.
9334837

Sacramento
2015 1St.
444.8277

Santa Ross
1212 4th St.
542664/

Fresno
485-8801

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept. 40
1924 Franklin, Oakland, Cal. 94612
E1 Please send descriptive folder ane schedui
of classes in my area.
f’

Please

send information on company classes.
5/22/68

Name
Address
Phone
City

State

lip

Avalon, Balconades, and Carousel Ballroom
tickets at regular prices

DISCORAMA
227 South First Street, San Jose
286-5837
Hours: Mon., Thurs., Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Sat., Sun. 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Bankamericard
Mastercharge Welcome

Friday, May 24. 196P
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Relays Could Be Best Ever

ii i ii ar

Study a Dimalaaion of dee abrade of tihriat

5:45 pan. FA ening
The ( bristia, Fidi

Tomorrow’s 27th renewal of the.
California Relays in Modesto may
be the best ever.
The 100 meter field, for example,
should be the swiftest ever a.ssembled. Co-world record holders Jim
Hines and Charlie Greene. will
challenge Tommie Smith fmm
Santa Clara Youth Village, 0, J.
Simpson horn University of Southern California, and SJS’ Ronnie
Ray Smith.
In the long jump, Spartans
Ellis Williams and Rickey Rogers
will be competing against the

Forum

1/1)%

Wide
and
Wonderful
Brilliant new concepts
featuring the traditional and
ever popular wide wedding
band in stunning cornbina

a fashion -slim
engagement ring. The ensemble effect is distinctively
tion with

different, magnificently appropriate. In 14k white or

HUDSON’S JEWELERS

VAUGHN
END OF SCHOOL YEAR

SALE
Now
Now
Now
Now

-.
RICKEY ROGERS
... Ace jumper

Sportcoats

27.63
39.33
44.33
49.33

39.50
49.50
59.50
65.00

Now
Now
Now
Now

19.88
24.63
29.33
32.33

Sweaters...

SLACKS._

10.95 Now 5.33
15 95 Now 7.88
24.95 Now 12.33

19.95 Now 9.88
22 95 Now 11.33
27.50 Now 13.63

SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT AND DRESS SHIRTS
5.95 NOW ... 2.88
6.95 NOW ... 3.33
7.50 NOW ... 3.63
Many other items at Less than 1/2 price

PANS CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

MWIIIi
AT SATI1ER GATE
UNIVLIISITY Ntes’s SHOPS

114,1 IRAMISCO, SMELL,. LOS MULLS. (SAHLI
PALO *110. 05 JOST. SACRAMI1110. (NM

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

world’s most talented jumpers including indoor record holder Bob
Beamon.
Interesting battles should shape
up as usual in the 440, 880, and
mile relays between the Spartans,

Enjoy a cigarette Mende,: tee suit
your on
king taste. By roll
ing your nun cigarettes, you 100
t1
only slash your seteciking costs,
are. able. tee suit your personal
tastes perfectly. No one call
s%eeten )our coffee see well a.
)ourself - - and BO it is c. lilt yen.Cigarettes.

$4
Ruobrab Enterprises,
Inc.

BOOK SALE!

DINNERS

BEER

20.000 New Books
IOur Wareluno,e
500/. To 90% Off!
More Out Es ery Day

SPAGHETTI AND MEAT SAUCE
50c

r&E:oks

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
-t,,,’.’, CrtIk
A Incl..,ler
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT
WITH THIS AD MAY 17-19

354 F.. S 5NT I I (It
(4MM II (II Will

eil’EN 7 DAN’S
II 11.110. 10 2 a.m.

FOOD

TO GO
286-9710

e

YOUNG LADIES . . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE

UNITED AIR LINES
Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .
MONDAY

Parsons Boulevard
Jamaica. New York 11432
Tel: 526.9245
90-30

YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

OR WEDNESDAY, BETWEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC OUARRIE HALL

UNITED
nip

-AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.11111111MBININIIII

Eastwood Selected
Outstanding Golfer
Bob Eastwood was voted the
most valuable golfer for the 1968
season Wednesday night as the
SJS linksters iielerrireir annual
awards banquet.
Eastwood, who was the 1966
amateur champ of California,
came on strong after the early
goings of the season and proved
the Spartans’ most consistent
golfer.
Although never a winner in any
of the tournaments he was always
within striking distance of capturing a tourney crown.
Ken Slasor was voted the most
improved golfer, while Jim Schiaverza was the most valuable
freshman.
Freshman Steve Bohn was
awarded the special achievement
award due to his ability to stick
with the varsity most of the year.

medley team composed of 1A.L.
!Evans, 5;11 h, Sam Davis, and
Paul My,
,unnine In a 440-22(1 2’20-880 :e:
--

SAN JOSE STATE
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

Cigarette.; are now costing us 37.
to 45.. per pack, or $3.50 to 30.70
U carton. Not. nit your smoking
costs by entire than half with RollEz-ee tobacco and Express
%instil-Bette roller. This memo 1:0
filter tip or regular cigarette’s for
about 12e!

Tel. 295-0567
56 S. First St.

55.50
79.50
89.50
100.00

USC Santa Clara, and the IlinaeStriders.
USC will pit its record holding
’earn against the American mai k
Santa Clara in the quarter-mile
relay and will challenge the Spartans in the 880 team race.
The Striders, anchored by Hine:,
will he a threat in all the races,
especially ther mileTiaa
have several members from sviirldranked teams of 1967,
Elbert St inson, Dale Iter,
George hunt, and Curtis Mills.
SJS’ mile relay team in undefeated on the season with a best
of 3:09.4 and has beaten USC and
Villanova this year.
The pole vault could also be a
highly competitive event since the
field includes record holder Paul
Wilson and Bob Seagren of USC,
Chris Papanicolaou and Bob Stover
SJS, and Fresno’s Erkki Mustakari. All but Stover have bettered 17-0.
SJS may also enter a sprint

SMOKERS!!
Save Money Now

yellow gold.

SUITS

icrs
ImP

Tomorrow at Modesto

Sunday. \lay 26
9:41 a.m. Nlornine

SPARTAN RATLY-5

U0 VA IS NUNC
A FUTURE IS BORN
You have participated in the non-violent overthrow of a
government.
You have led two warring nations to seek a common meeting
place.

111

1111111111
s

You have begun the redemption of America.
Will you continue what you have begun?
Are you willing to reinstate the same old world? The massing
of American troops in Thailand? The CIA? The promotion
of world armaments and a military future for you and your
children? Colonial ghettos in the midst of prosperous white
America? The inevitability of a long hot summer?
New Hampshire was the beginning, not the end. With the
achievement of its first objectives, McCarthy’s campaign the
vehicle for new hope, new issues, new ideas:
"After each of our world wars, the generation in power has
tended to remain in power for one generation too long.
Except after the last world war it has remained in power for
two generations too long, thanks to the discovery of peni’
cillin

COUNT ON US
to pay top prices

on used textbooks
during finals

"The office of the presidency of the United States must never
be a personal office
I hope that as we go along we will try to make of this
campaign a kind of referendum in which we ask the people
of this country to pass judgment upon the militarization of
our foreign policy and also increasingly, the influence of the
military on our domestic life."
-So long as the draft continues . . . legal options must be provided for those who are morally opposed
to a particular war . . . The draft must not be used as an instrument of punishment."
-We must move to establish a whole new set of civil rights . . . the right to a decent job becoming the
dignity of a man .. . the right to adequate health care, without regard to race . . . the right to the
amount and kind of education necessary to develop full potential ... the right to a house in a neighborhood which is part of a community, which is parr of the United States of America.’

nation-

think there are three agencies in government which need to be altered somewhat . . . One is the
Central Intelligence Agency and the second is the FBI and the third is the Draft Board under General
Hershey. Since this is a partisan government of men as well as laws I have in mind to make some
changes.
more than 20 million persons who have been
"We have living among us a kind of colonialized
allowed no participation in our culture, no economic partic:pation, no political participation. We have
exloited these people, used them, denied them opportunity . . , We must spend as much money as it
takes over the next five, ten, fifteen, or twenty years - as long as it takes, to meet these needs.-The destruction and choas of riot-torn cities are a shock to those who looked away from the scandal
of poverty in the land of affluence, from frustration in a land of achievement, from despair in a land
of promise and hope . . . Our responsibility is not just to humanity in the abstract or to the nice and
beautiful persons but to everyone in our society.-

Two convenient locations
to serve you

cal book
131 e. an fernando
and
157 e. san earlo,

McCARTHY NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT! THERE IS UNFINISHED WORK TO DO!
are needed to bring to every Demorrat a persona: representative of Senator McCarthy to explain his campaign.
clarify the issues, and inform the public about his position. Cars will be leaving 237 North lit St. between 9:30-10:00 a.m.
Saturday and noon on Sund e, All those who canvass Sal oday morning will be given Half Pries Tickets ($1.50) to the
i Mary co -cPeter, Pa .’
Stanford on Saturoay afternoon: all those who canvass Saturday afternoon will receive
Eor -ttIrr
rni: 298 5141,
free tickets to the Happening
Volunteers

HELP ELECT YOUR CANDIDATE TO THE PRESIDENCY OF THE UNITED STATES

41$

6-44P.4.ETAS7 DAILY
’AT:,y 21 19A9
Frol

chteptaihment

Satirical Review
On War, Society
At Montgomery

ry.,,,,,,,
,
...v. es, ...9. ..6, ,6,...1%.,,0 -.9,..,..0..,0-e....

cRegular Performances Start In San Jose Wed. May 29th
Briryiir,,,,iiere / ’,sari . ’lit 2 i th ,4 r a pm S f , ,, ’I te,re if
’
Be The I- ,tertclari..ti 115 A id Menially III Chtlaren - I.,.e.
Re,enatr.,15, and in lormatiort .Phone :52-5211
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"Kangaroo Court." a harsh and
satirical review on the absurdity
of war, society and the establishment, will continue playing at
the Montgomery Theater
through Saturday. Curtain time
is 8:30 p.m.
The first half of the program
consists of a series of sketches
whose main ideas have been
plotted before hand.
The second half of the show
consists of totally. improvised
sketches whose ideas are received from the audience. Group
director of Kangaroo Court, Dan
Zanvettor, said, the appeal is
still there for newer and bigger
audiences now that we have
solidified our format with over
125 routines in it."

1...

Winner Of 3 Academy Awards!

4.4rts-NAIX.LrETT’
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PERFORMANCE AND PRICE SCHEDULE
Monday
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$2 80 /5 52 00
8 00 PM
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$250 & $200
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41
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30 at
$3 50552 50
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SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THEATRE PARTIES
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$7 5l1
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TICKETS NOW AT THE
BOX OFFICE OH BY MAIL
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Box Ott:. Open Clads From 12
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT
GREYHOUND-SEARS-MACYS
..P...."-,....*0,0,-...,,,,,,,,,e,,0-,0,,Ts451&6^,0,47,0e42,02,,,1
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Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.

W/This Coupon

Buy 1 Pizza Get 1 Free

Ylk)

or all you can eat

Spaghetti

$1.00

Coupon Expires May 27. 1968

Happy Hours
5$ Spaghetti
Every Thurs.
Mon.-Thurs.
8 p.m. 2 a.m.
48 p.m.
Reduced
Prices
Price
Draft 1/2
Mondays 3-8 p.m. Offer Ends Soon.
Simple Simon Restaurant
Tonic Room
1897 Alum Rock Ave.. San Jose

t40104VINIF
LVDE third nd.
Santa Cla,a
St

By PAT REER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An aceptable performance was
turned in by all members of the
cast of Hogan’s Goat, a drama
by William Alfred, which opened
Friday night in the SJS theater
under the direction of Elizabeth
M. Loeffler. The entire cast had
mastered thick Irish brogues,
which they maintained beautifully throughout the play.
The players were better than
the play deserved, for the story
involved ignoble characters performing ignoble deeds.
Gary Bothum was convincing
as Matthew Stanton, a powerseeking politician, with aspirations to be mayor of Brooklyn in
the late nineteenth century. The
role demanded a characterization
of a scoundrel who used everyone surrounding him, especially
his women. Yet, his outward
charm was so great that they
loved him even in their own destruction.
amMoalM10410.

e Si
’l
ERSoup or Salad
Baked
Garlic Bread
Potato

presents
Arthur Miller’s classic

Actors Repertory Theatre
25 W. San Salvador
Tickets

$2.00 each

cinyer4
N. P. bow.* mad River

.;
$,t

Lites by:
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ClaPe’ WitIll

Garden of Delights

CAROUSEL BALLROOM
.

*t

May 24, 25, 26 Z;
Fri., Sat., Sun.
8:30
,,,,,,,,,,./.......464.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,....,04..,;;;;;;04.,...,...,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;*

via the all

jet

services of

TWA
and Luxury Steamships

"EVERYBODY LIKES THE SPARTAN HOUSE"

13 spectacular itineraries. 21 to 75 days of superior grade travel from as
little as $840.30 all inclusive, June and July departures.
Prepared by the nation’s foremost student tour operators, STOP. TOURS’
of Berkeley, California.
Itineraries tailored for the college and university student, geared to the
tastes and interests of the young adult.
Travel Europe with fellow students from throughout the United States and
Canada on comprehensive programs that provide lots of leisure time for
relaxation and personal pursuits.
Also available: Student Charter tours. 12 inexpensive programs to Europe
based on dollar saving charter fares. No club membership needed to loin.
’STUDENT TRAVEL OVERSEAS PROGRAMS.
For additional information and descriptive brochures:

owe

cpaptan
150 East
San Carlos St.

292-28,10

(corner of Fourth Ss.)

,(j hwr

PiZseer6es
NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

IF YOU ARE SQUEAMISH OR HAVE A WEAK STOMACH
MAY WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU DO NOT SEE THE
FIRST FIVE MINUTES OF "POOR COW" DURING WHICH
AN ACTUAL BIRTH SCENE IS VIVIDLY AND GRAPHICALLY PORTRAYED ON THE SCREEN.

A LOVE STORY ABOUT
A GIRL, THE MAN SHE IS
LIVING FOR, AND THE MAN
SHE IS LIVING WITH.

CALL

Si. attire ..7ravel
DOWNTOWN
74 W. SAN CARLOS

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.

297.1700

241-2100

Aroma cea-Joit

k

Fri. & Sat 8:30 p.m. 297-4797

:

le4t 2 Aav

#tatiny,:i Cellar

Death of a Salesman
Adu
’wages Senred...
Come a& you arel

As his wife, Robyn Wayne was
John Mayhew, pianist, will
very good in the rule of Kathleen
perform at the Sun Jose WoIrish
red-haired
lovely
Stanton, a
men’s Club, 75 S. Eleventh St.,
girl who against her better Rothis evening at 8:15.
man Catholic convictions, marries Stanton outside the church
Tickets are 50 cents, $1.25 and
and leaves her homeland to come
$2 and are available at the door
to America with him.
or from Mayhew.
Alan Thompson was excellent
The all Chopin concert will inas Edward Quinn, the mayor of
clude the ’Aeolian Harp Etude,"
Brooklyn, who has embezzled a
great devil of public money and
"Minute Waltz," and the "PoloJOHN MAYHEW
whose job Stanton seeks.
naise in A Flat Major, Opus 53."
... Pianist
In the role of Father Stanis0
laus Coyne, Roman Catholic
priest, was Kieran Gallagher. He
was very convincing as a "hardnosed" priest trying to keep his
flock within the bounds of CathoDON’T MISS THIS SHOW
lic morality.
SPURNED WOMAN
ilegati
qeat
One of the women Stanton had
spurned is Kristin McGuire, who
played Josephine Finn. She did a
COLLEGE THE 1TRE ASH 75¢ MAY 24 & 25
fine job as the sharp-tongued,
quick-tempered woman.
POLITICS, IRISH, BROOKLYN AND FUN
Also very good were Carla LiBrizzi, as Bessie Legg, a prostitute who works in Stanton’s 0,44,,,,,,,":".w.W.W.0W.,,,,,,,14,44.4We’0,
saloon: and Charlotte Kutilek as
Maria Haggerty, wife of the
Stanton’s janitor.
An elaborate scene design
at
which involved rotating sets was
expertly done by Philip Flad. 4,0
Costumes by Berneice Prisk
were lovely and lighting by Kenneth Dorst was effectively
Treat Your Taste to these Special Tingles
handled.
The story revolves around a
Spaghetti & Meat Balls
character who never appears in
Garlic Bread
$1.50
the play, Aggie Hogan. As owner
of numerous bars and gambling
places, she hires Stanton, a noDinner Steak & Rigatoni
body immigrant, As her prettyBread
Garlic
$1.90
boy lover he earns the title of
Hogan’s Goat. One night he finds
her in bed with Quinn, and thinking the worst, walks out on her.
Stanton then goes to Ireland,
marries Kathleen, and brings her
175 West St. John
to America. This all takes place
before the play starts.
FALLEN ASLEEP
During the play Quinn reveals
that Aggie had only fallen asleep
in his arms while drunk. Early in
the story, Aggie is dying and
summons Stanton to her. She
has not seen him for three years.
She then refuses the priest, and
dies without absolution for her
sins. Stanton apparently still
loves her, but has nothing but
evil to say about her.
The play becomes more and,
more involved in intrigue, apparently intended to portray the
author’s base view of politics and
human nature generally’.
The Roman Catholic Church is
made to look like an "outmoded
morality" whose moral code is to
blame for the whole thing.
The methods of action the
characters used brought ends
consistent with their evil methods destruction. It is a shame
such talent as the SJS Drama
Department has can’t be used to
60e per person
portray human nature as it
really is.
MINIIIIIIMME1111111111=111.1r

Tingle Your Taster

A.R.T.

tSli A
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Mayhew Presents
All Chopin Concert
This Evening, 8:15

’Hogan/s Goat/ Cast
Better Than the Play

iitattniAs CellaP

SUNDAY MOVIE SPECIAL

Federico Fellini’s

"81/2"

Morris Dailey Auditorium

Sunday May 26th

6:00 & 8:30 p.m.

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE
HELD OVER
2ND EXCLUSIVE WEEK

"Perhaps the most beautiful movie in history."Brendan Gill. The New Yorker. "Exquisite is mill the
first %ord that surges in my mind as an appropriate
description of this exceptional film. Its color is absohitch gorgeous. The use of musk and, equally doquent. of silences and sounds is beiond verbal description. The performances are perfect - that is the only
word."- Bosley Crowther, New York Times. ’Mai well
be the most beautiful film ever made."- Newsweek.

NatIonal General Thstures presents

A Joseph Janru Production

Carl White
"POOR COW’
en

A flagpole sitter named Brown
Sat to set a new record in town:
"I’ll reach my ambition,

Screnplay by Nell Dunn and Kenneth Loch
Fete tbe noyel"Poor Cow ’by Nell Dunn
Music by Donovan
Directed by Kenneth Leach
Technicolor’

But for one small condition:
When I’m out of Schlitz, I’ll come

down."

sometimes truth is more e.viling
Written and thrrcicd No Wirierberg. With Thommy Berwen and Pia Drfermark,
Iv innrr. Best As tress. 19(’I7 Cannes Festival. A Bo Widerberg-Europs Film Production.
COMPLETE SHOWS AT 7:00-8:40 & 10:15 P.M.

01961 Jos SOW Browns Co Marrseis& on/ other 1.1111

irt

15
will
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Breakfast Special. Season’s Last Play

Closes Saturday

2 eggs with Hash
firm% ns, Toast and Jelly
Coffee, Tea. or Milk
With this coupon

and
toot’
Good dim
one 14th
Weekdays only

8th and
Santa Clara,
San Jose

The drama depaitment will present two last performances
of William Alfred’s "Ilogan’s
Goat- tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:15 in the College
Theater, closing the season for
this semester.
The production is directed by
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler. professor of drama, who says of
the play, " ’Hogan’s Goat’ tells
about the rise and fall of not
so honest people. There are

Student Art Show
Opening Monday
A student art show, featuring
art from all medias including
painting, drawing, sculptor and
plastics, will open Monday in the
Main Gallery,
Don Potts, a sculptor in Berkeley will award $75 in prizes
at his discretion to one or more
undergraduates. The student art
show will be open from 9 to 4.
Monday through Friday, until
June 14.

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
SAT. MAY 25th 8:00 P.M.
TICKETS $3.00
$4.00
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

many comic elements in the
play but you couldn’t call it a
comedy. It is Milan tant because
of its accurate presentation of
the politics of the time."
Archibald MacLeish, noted
poet and pulitzer prize winner,
says of the play, "It is about as
close as we have yet come to a
truly American theme handled
in a truly American manner:
which is to say, Irish-American
politics practiced in Irish -American cadence, the total effect being not Irish -American at all but
universal, a ttibute to the Republic."
The cast includes Gary
Bothum, Robyn Wayne, Alan
Thompson, K ie r n Gallagher,
Chris Bricker, Tom Oleniacz,
Charlotte Kutilek, Kristin McGuire, Dennis Johnson, Carla LiBrizzi, Victoria Serpa, Bob
Prentky, Geoffrey Williams,
John Quinn, Kevin Cotter and
Janet Parker.
Tickets for the play are on
sale in the Theater Box Office,
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Student admission is 75 cents, general is $1.50.

rinteptaittment

Newly elect e 1 Associated
Women Students AWSI officers for the 1968-69 school year
are: president, Jackie Loomer;
first vice president, Denise
Vouri; second vice president,
Carolyn Vece; secretary, Christie Brooks; treasurer, Pat Calablese; and judicial board members, Carol Duval and Runelle
Gook in.
AWS is comprised of all women students on campus. Together
with the All Women’s Council,
AWS sponsored Women’s Week,
which was held April 22-26.
AWS offers the opportunity for
SJS women to take an active
part in campus activities.

KANGAROO
COURT
"All new satirical
revue
TONIGHT 8:30 p.m.
Civic Aud.

246.1160

Liz Smith Cosmopolitan Magazine

IWini.,T
of Two
Academy
Awards

MAT. WED.SAT.SUM 1 30

sorrps IOC into 1 &WM

Use Daily Classified Ads
For Convenience & Profit
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We Don’t
Care How
You Come
To Angelo’s

SI UI I NI, ATRAA

MOW!! VIII DM 11 tA I
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TOM ALSO Al lull
111111000. II 1010111c(
PERFORMANCES. MON IMUR ITO;
S 35,
FRI SAT -1101.
SCHOUt MOPS 775

ofwed and spectacle!

Continuous
Daily
From 12:15

WEEKEND SPECIAL

CHAR to SAN JOSE JUNE 5th
"IT WILL CHARM THE PANTS OFF YOU!"

SVIUFV

Students $1.50

$5.00

(Ow Mon..Sat. 10 5 30, Sat. ’la 8 p.m.)
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Friday, May 24, 196P

AWS Announces
Officers, Judiciary
Election Winners

Atirgat

,maea,

The Weekend cpecial

mit tt wawa ram

au rti PM

MAT. WED.SAT.S101 140

JUL
CHRISTIE
TERENCE
STAMP
PETER
FINCH
ALAN
BATES
-FAR FROM THE
MADDINC CROWD-

sAT.--SUN.
May 24, 25, 26

.0 on.onsru ,11k1 UIPSIMIISIIINi II

JULIE AS

SOU LOVE
HER ... SINGING
DANCING ...

72 E. Santa Clara
Free Parking at 38 S. 3rd Street

2011 Century-Fox presents

DOQRE

NEW
YORK

STEAK
RIB. EYE

AN ARTHUR P JACOBS Production
Produced in TODD A-0. Color by DELUXE
(totear

1
TICKETS ALSO AT SEARS.
GREYHOUND, MACY S
ALL SEATS RESERVED TICKETS ON SALE AT ecurorrics ORBS MAIL

t.
en u ni
3162 CNIn Ave.

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

$2.25
$1.35

ANGELO’S HSTOEUASKE

SAN
JOSE
,

HAMBURGERS

Glass of Milk with Your Steak

1525

DELIGHTING
IN THE YEAR’S
HAPPIEST
MOVIE!

lop

HENRY’S DRIVE-IN
5/5 S. /0/4

Sii

297-9806

Direct from the Avalon Ballroom in S.F.

Santa.. el. Rani
DANCE CONCERT TONIGHT
with
and

Old Davis
Sandoz Lights

FRI., MAY 24

ildin144101

$Z. 00 /I /bad

Balconades Ballroom
181 West Santa Clara Street at Almaden in San Jose
Come and arn

lo Reatiqui Music

and Reattilui People ai

J),9
4,alconalei

IN TIOIMICOLC

3,

CENTURY
144:14,..

Y-1

Spartaguide

Let’s Go Home!!
IIANKAMBIICARD
nv

Alpha Phi Omega, 6:30 and 9:30
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Friday Flicks Special: Paul Newman in "Hud." Admission is free
with ASB card.

Get your car reedy for summer
fun. Stop in at Silva’s and have your
car completely serviced. At your
request we will tune, replace, ad.
just and service any or all necessary
sumcomponents to insure you of
mer of motoring pleasure.
Silva Service; serving SJS students
for 35 years.

SILVA SERVICE

2954968

Well Park It for You!

Late for Class?

gJg Ski Club, 2 p.m. to 12 p.m..
Rio Del Mar Beach Party. Sign up
at Student Affairs Business Office.
Members are free and guests are
$1. Dinner is at 4 p.m. For more
information call Dave Leone at
269-2543 after 6 p.m.
Inter-Varsity ChristIan Fellowship, 10 am. to 4 p.m., 11th and

Newman-Catholic Student Center
Father D. Fosse?man

CHAPLAINS:

Streets Phillips
E. Sittll
661. Car Wash. Price: $1.
Paul Newman and Academy
International Students Organi- Award winner Patricia Neal star
zation, 3:30 p.m.. Cafeteria A and
in "Hurl," tonight’s Friday Flick
B. Nomination and election of offispecial at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in
cers for fall semester.
Morris Dailey Auditorium. AdmisSUNDAY
Sunday Movie Special, 6 and sion is free to the college commu-

Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., The New
Wineskin, 10th and San Fernando
Streets. Rick Howard, national
college youth representative, and
editor of prize-winning Campus
Ambassador Magazine, will speak.

Sister Mary Antoinette

DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only
Tuesday: Student Pa-isli Council 6:30 p.m.
Regular Open Meeting 7:30 p.m.

Tel. 295-1771

’Dry Ice’ Band
To Play Today
"The Dry Ice," a rock band,
will be on Seventh Street 3:30-5
p.m. today as part of a political
program by the Peace and Freedom Movement.
In addition to the entertainment,
the Movement will circulate a
lvtition to have the question of
lowering the voting age to ls
placed on the California ballot in
November.

BOX

NOW AT MUS1,

NEW LOW

PRICES!
ON ALL LP RECORDS
REG. DISCOUNT

LIST MICE:

399
499

79
79

NEW LOW
PRICES:

PRICE:

339

399

4

SOUTH THIRD ST.

Au:Jr uteaributentsue’

00
I Month Drum
reg.
Or Guitar
Lessons With This Ad

BLOOD IS NEEDED

"ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS
OF LOS GATOS"
’y new & used
s s - cthes at drastic
356.4839.
_
_
FiLOTS - Save up to $200 on your
B --- -.me a safer, more pro.
L1nk at Low cost group
s
24c-1127.
REED MAGAZINE ON SALE May 23places
79 104,

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS!
Part-time work now & this summer. No
experience nec. 52/hr. to start. Call Mr.
Day, 287-0292.
COLLEGE MEN, part-time work. Evenings. $2.50/hr. Clean cut, car nec.
266.3777.
GRADUATE AND/or married students
& faculty. Use spare time to organize
& build your own distributorship in
basic repeat commodity w/hiqh commissions. Can furnish local references
doing five figures annually in part time.
Car required. Call 266-5136.

JOHN
HONDA 68 Model 55125 Run 298
HANCOCK
iles. Like new. $375, 294-1087.
Life Insurance Company
65 VESPA. Exc. cond, for sale. Used due to its recent announcement of entry
In. Best offer. 258.6543 between into Mutual Funds is offering a career
opportunity in Santa Clara & Santa
62 TR4 - Radio, heater & tonneau Cruz counties. If you are bet. ages 22in50 :of7f.eg7.4’06.3
6
DART. 4-dr. Auto. 45. have a pleasing personality, good
education, and contact ability, you may
TEST DRIVE THE NEW Fiat 124 & 850 qualify for a three year intensive training
P. Sports Cpe. Call your Man ing program with starting salary rang1
from 550041000/mo. -4- commish Campus. Francis Wong for personal sions. Call or
write the John Hancock
/vice. 293.5995.
Life Insurance Co., 1605 The Alameda.
’63
ISO. l
Immaculate.
Low
iVESPA
.e
im
P. 0. Boo 4671, San Jose - 286-5705.
se. $195, 259.0331.
Evening interviews may be arranged.
’56 FORD VB. 2-dr. Pwr. st. Red/Heat. An Equal Opr-,:iy
Employer.
Low mileage. Exc. cord. $150. 297-9981.
’64 VW. New tires, brakes, clutch,
Radio, ww. White color, Call 269.4112
after 5 p.m. $900
’56 VW Sunroof. Perfect cond. 5395/
offer. Mhulder Hall. 294-2927, Paul
!’
’63 CHEVY BEL AIR 2-dr. 6 cyl., auto.
r
.
’56 AUSTIN HEALEY 100 LeMans. Hood
s.rrir. L;--,,rs, new end., brakes, tires,
,vertirivr.
H. 262-2164 eves/wkends.

CHARACTER ARTIST, erterta.nrnent
groups can audition at Mr. MJB s, 375
South Saratoga. Cd11 for appt. 248-8885.
i MALE COUNSELORS. $325/mo.
Asst. Cook, male or female, $1.65.hr.
1 male or female life guard, certificated.
$400/mo. Also need BUS Drivers, Call
356.6116 for apot

BERKELEY 2 bdrrn. 1L.rn apt. 3 blks. So.
campus. Garage, laundry, summer rates
avail. Write or call P. Wan, 2741
Dwight Wy., Berk. 843.0608.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal
Lanai Apts. $42.50/mo. Phone 751-4761.

HOUSING (51

FOUND: STEREO head -phones, Fri.,
5/17/68 on 7th St. Identify to claim.
7th,
Ron, 286.4839. 466 S

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55rno.
I-bdrm. duplex. Walk to campus. 121
N. 10.h. Chuck, 294-5835. 6-10 p.m.
STUDIO APT. FOR RENT. $55/mo. including util. Female only. th block from
campus. 297.6433.
FURN. DUPLEX FOR 3 girls. Close to
campus. 252-5041 after 5 p.m.
SPLIT LEVEL APT. 2.bdrm. New frost.
free refrig. Summer rent, $100. 446 S.
11th or 258.8945.
2 JR-SR FEMALE roommates needed for
Fall. Call Jan at 295-6038 after 5 p.m.
MARRIED COUPLE will exchange guest
house on Los Gatos estate for gardening & babysitting chores. Available June
15th. Call 354.8877.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Sum.
mer, and/or Fall. Nicely fume, apt. 565/
re. Call aft. 6 p.m., 292-6791. 742 S.
9th #9.

LOST AND FOUND (6)

PERSONALS 17)
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
SERVICES (S)

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Fsrhe’s.
-tract.
Ire.C
Free 2e5i2
delivery.98Sc’--n
_
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate.
4104
from campus.
prompt. Will edit. 27i.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec.
Inc. Masters - Reports - Dissertn
tions. Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Hert:11
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
MALE ROOMMATE: Summer, clean, FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
neat, 21-25. Apt, near school. $42.50 Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
util. Call 259-4329 after 7 p.m.
Baxter.
FURN. APT, to sublet for summer. Modern 2 bdrrn., 2 bath, 1/2 block from WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
campus. $100./mo. Responsible adults Jim Koski, 968.0944 anytime.
please. 287-1321.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: to share etpenenced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
a beau. 2-br. house. Must be clean & TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 243quiet. For June 2, Prefer teacher or Sr. 6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Call 297.2938 bal. 8 a.m. Bruce, or
write to 490 Spring St.. San Jose.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. General
NEED ONE female to share apt. w/I Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-1295.
other girl. Summer, Fall etc. Call 287EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis & term
6753
papers. East San Jose. 258-4335.
HOUSE. LARGE, lovely, 4 bdrms. Beau
tifully furnished. Accommodates 6. Close EXPERT PAINTING. Reasonable rates.
m campus. Garage & other off street By job or by hr. Call John Veazey, 297parking. Avail. June 15th. 252.4247.
7656.
STUDIO APT. Well furnished. Cozy &
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for act
sunny. Garage. Avail. 6/15/68. Rent, photographic need. Saperior quality at
$75/mo. Call 252.4247.
reasonable prices. Call Richard G
HOUSE, FULLY furnished. 4 bdrms. 12th Kelso. 296.7992.
St. near William. Ample parking, plus
garage. Avail June I5th. $195/mo.
TRANSPORTATION (91
Phone 252-4247.
PROFESSOR & WIFE desire furn, house RIDERS TO INDIANAPOLIS &
’
for 1968.69 including one or both sum. East. Leave May 14th. You pay gas
mers. Prefer woodsy area. Write R. Ph. 732-4035 before 7 a.m. & after 10
Coburn, Philosophy Dept., Univ. of Chi
cago, Chicago, 60637.
4
WANTED: RIDE to ISn.I.f June
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Age 1968. Call 293-8155 I
- 30 A
18-20 to shire 2-bdon.. 2 bath apt, for
5 p.m.
summer. $45/mo. + $25 cleaning dc
posit. 377-8915 after 5 p.m.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Now gel up to 100% more hien me
than ornery tires min the all new
POWER CUSHION

RADIAL PLY TIRE

Priers .slarl
WV.

High mileage is made possible because of the
Goodyear Safety Belt which runs completely
around the tire, under the tread like a hoop.
It puts the tread firmly on the road for less
squirm and wear, easier handling and more
traction.
Stops faster -Steers
better

ti319111313
I1 tubeless
,1 It rel. Er Tax
S rrale..1 fire
Coutinn _do not mix radial
and conventional tires
1

r.

More skid resistant
4.0

GOODYEAR NATION-WIDE ’NO

umir GUARANTEE
nr TOM Itlel

F
n

rise UnitS

nog Opt.on,
tea

artrustm..’’’
, r e or roe oo.oe,
..1,aerrent.
-

Resists tread punctures
and bruises

LIBERAL TRADEIN
ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR
OLD TIRES
BUT NOW
on our Easy Pay Plant

51

hO 9

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

I ma ha 250cc. 1964.
’rad
all orig. street
+
fir. 297.9992.
S P9116 -- Clean, hard & soft tops.
. Tonneau. $700. 286.3606.
Ai TIRES.. 45.55% off on NafFy
until June 9. Call
7943.
62 AUSTIN HEALEY - R/H. OD, 2
rcl $1400, 243.
S A L t

’64

OLDS JET
ang.
293-1258.

Star ’
Must

Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send

God body.
$400/offer.

in handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

FOR SALE 131

Classifieds.
10’ SAILBOAT w/tra ler & a -ass. Best
offer over $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
286-3606,
ELAN METAL SKIIS, Super GSL, 205cm.
Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
Ike new. $85, Call Jim after 6 p.m.
298 1561,

Phone

Mori402

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
Onp day
3

Ons day

Two days

Three days

.50

.50

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
fl Fer Clip (1)

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lest And Found (6)

/MOM

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spices for each line)
Four days

Flys days

lines -TA- 2.00
2.25 -LW- 2.50
4 lines 2.00
2.50 -27.73- 2.90
3W5 Ha.: 2.50 -KW- 3.25 -1:4-0- .50
6 lines 3.00- 3.50
3.75 -3-.-9-0- 4...
.50

294-6414, Ext. 2465

Wl
f3SZIC WEREN’T 50 SLJSPiCiOuS OF EVERY BOY
ON THIS CAMPUS WHO A54<5 U5 FOR A C2AT911

.50

.50

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation

et

(g)

Days

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
3rd & San Carlos

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

MG TO Good cond. MUST SELL
’00 or best offer. Call

Add this
amount for
each addi
honal line

-

1

12.00

1/2 hour lessons

Private Lessons

he Spartan Daily does not knowingly 1000 BONNIE & CLYDE Era genuine
mcept advertising from advertisers whc leather, suede & fur coats & jackets.
aractice discrimination on the basis of $5-15. Per39Y’s Imports, 159 Columbus
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
ace. color, creed or national origin
Open every day I p.m.-7 p.m. The
grooviest store in the world!
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
MUSCLES!! Barbell & dumbell for sale.
155 lbs. plastic coated. Exc. cond. $30/
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 Per offer. Must sell. Contact Jack, 298.0494
.ear for married, good students. Also. eves.
axcellent sayings for single men over
GREAT BOOKS ENCYCLOPEDIA for
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600
sale. 292-1056.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
GOWN. Full length gown
st. Inquire about ear piercing, 297 WEDDING
of white lace. Worn orly once, original522
ly $150. Sell for $75. Size 14. 287.2819.
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. Member of SURFBOARD. Hansen Hustler 10 ft.
.n local group forming new Gold t;nt & gold rails. Like new. 5100.
_ K/Rn1.3 band. Emphass on originals Call Allen Hall. Ask for Nelson Chen
recording. Interested? 292-2222/292- after 10 p.m.
’ ?
FOR SALE. 1 -way flight. London to OakEXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED land. Sept. IS, 1968. 264-9500.
n 1 methods for overcoming fears COMPLETE DRUM SET. Red sparkle. 7
; heights, email enclosures, snakes, & pieces w/cymbal. Like new, $150. Call
’,rms. If you have any of these fears. 287-6323 rites.
ease call Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
10’. Good
HANSEN SURFBOARD.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total cond. Bump nose rider $85, call 269ocdorn & awareness without DRUGS! 9346.
..rrology has the answers. For in- STONEY DEALI Gerrard table. MKIl
call 244-3998. 3250 McKinley HarmenKerdon
crap. Speakers. $100
, r+1 CIA/8.
294.9546
DOES WEEK-END CONGESTION GIVE
.DU INDIGESTION? Wash & wax your
HELP WANTED 14/
weekdays at ASTOR’S AUTO
r;AS1-1. 732 S. 1st.
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED. $36/hr.
NEW PRE-SCHOOL near Civic Center. Full or part.time work. Must be over
’
Summer rates. Full or 21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
292-6533.
292-2676.

AUTOMOTIVE (2)

amiliiiiiWalocaMa.11.1.11131P11%1MNIMMITAIMIa

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
40 Bassett P.
294-6535
San Jose

298-5404

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Father L. Largente

79 S. Fifth St.

MOYER MUSIC
84 E. SAN FERNANDO, DOWNTOWN

Intercultural Steering Committee, 5 p.m., Cafeteria A. All mem8:30 p.m., Morris Dailey Audi- nity. Friday Flicks are sponsored
bers are urged to attend.
torium. Federica Fellini’s "81.2." by Alpha Phi Omega fraternity.
Inter-Varsity Christian FellowMuslim Students’ Association, 2
ship, 12:15 p.m., Seventh Street.
ED210.
Brother Preston will speak on
Campus Crusade, 9 p.m., 384 E.
"Blind Impulse and Intelligent
Williams, Apt. 1. Movie. "Come,
Choice."
Help Us Change the World."
TOMORROW
MONDAY

/be

78 S. 4th St.

a ciHrti

TODAY

Friday, May 24. 1965

8.--SPARTAN DAILY

Newman in ’Hud’
At Friday Flicks

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Phrase allew 2 days altar placing for ad to appear.

